
mormon poor relief
A social welfare interlude

betty L barton

sehoSeboscholarslars have devoted considerable attention to analyses of the
law of consecration and the united order experiments and later to
the origin and development of the church welfare plan but they
have said little about the evolution of mormon poor relief policies
from 1850 to 1930 especially during the brigham young period
there were poor among the saints who were not cared for under the
united order system yetthemettheyetyei the church made provision for these people
A careful study of this neglected area reveals an interesting chapter
in the history of the development of mormon relief policies and
closesdoses the seemingly wide gap between early mormon practices and
the institution of the welfare plan in 1936

throughout the joseph smith and brigham young periods of
mormon history church poor relief practices followed a consistent
and predictable course set a precedent for later church welfare
doctrines and led to the establishment of many of the physical
structures of the church 1 during much of this time mormonscormons
were generally a very poor people hounded from ohio missouri
and illinois they lost virtually all of their possessions and for many
years after their arrival on the andaridanidannd rocky mountain plateau they
barely eked out an existence often facing starvation and contending
with hostile indians 2

moreover the destitution of the vast majority of converts who
followed the initial pioneers into the salt lake basin forced upon
the church the problems of charity in most cases mormon mis-
sionariessionaries made proselyting appeals to the agricultural or poorer
urban classes the church hierarchy worked hard to find ways of
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caring for these indigent new converts and often brought them to
the great basin by charity having to adapt to new surroundings
the new immigrants required considerable help and encouragement
and consequently pockets of poverty persisted among the saints
throughout the nineteenth century one observer expressed his
amazement at the privation of some mormon farmers they exist
and that is aboutisabout all that can be said of them he noted

they accomplish their work with ramshackle implements and ride
into town for supplies on saddleless ponies their feet in winter
wrapped in burlap to keep them warm some of them wear a
fierce and hungry aspect others appear stolid as though all ambi-
tion if they ever possessed any had been killed 3

rejected and ridiculed for their religious beliefs the saints
developed an indigenous or exclusive poor relief policy they
took care of their own and asked nothing from government or from
private charity 4 As one church leader remarked

we have abundantly proved our experience that if we do not
sustain ourselves no other people will sustain us and that we must
be united in our temporal as well as in our spiritual affairs
and that if we would build up and strengthen ourselves in the
earth it must be by union of effort and by concentrating our
means in a way that shall produce the best results for the work
with which we are identified 5

moreover lack of capital among the saints necessitated a coopera-
tive social arrangement rather than a capitalistic one with its ac-
companyingcompanying system of taxation to provide for the poor

when the saints first arrived in the andaridarndannd rocky mountain basin
in 1847 they faced near starvation when livestock indians and wild
animals almost completely destroyed their first crop

my family went several months without a satisfying meal of
vitals priddy meeks recorded in his journal I1 went sometimes
a mile up jordan to a patch of wild roses to get the berries to eat
which I1 would eat as rappidrapped as a hog stems and all I1 shot
hawks and crows and they ate well I1 would go and search the
mire holes and find cattle dead and fleece off what meat I1 could

mormon poor relief the charities review july 1899 p 303305505503
thisthi3thia was a particularly common practice among immigrant groups at the time

jews and scots for example formed their own charity organizations to help new
arrivals among their nationality groups find jobs and adjust to the new surroundings
many others formed close knit groups and settled in the same neighborhood refusing
to part with many of their old world ways

george Q cannon in journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints
book depot 1854861854 86 1813 hereaftedhereafter cited as JD1dad
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and eat it we used wolf meat which I1 thought was good and
made some wooden spades to dig segoesdegoes with but we could not
supply our wants we had to exert ourselves to get something to
eat I1 would take a grubinggrebing hoe and a sack and start by sunrise in
the morning and go I1 thought six miles before coming to where
the thisel roots grew and in time to get home I1 would have a
bushel and sometimes more thisel roots and we would eat them
raw I1 would dig untill grew weak and faint and sit down and
eat a root and then begin again I1 continued this untill the roots
began to fail 6

in order to keep the more distressed from starvation brigham
young organized a special committee empowered to receive dona-
tions buy sell and make all exchanges and distributions in behalf
of the destitute 7 young also imposed a system of rationing and
price controls on food items

during the winter of 1848 hordes of desert crickets destroyed
almost the entire crop again this led to dire circumstances among
the majority of saints no really poor classes existed for all were
poor and hungry as agricultural surpluses remained inadequate
throughout the first decade in the settlement of utah beginning
in 1855 a series of natural disasters reduced already meager sur-
pluses to such a dearth that nearly 35000 mormon colonists faced
starvation at first grasshoppers and severe drought destroyed almost
all the crops then an extremely harsh winter killed four out of
every five head of cattle in the northern counties indians also
facing starvation stole cattle adding to the mormon losses famine
reigned throughout the land and the people again turned for food
to weeds roots dead cattle cowhidescowhidedcowhides and blood 8

in an 1856 letter to all church members the first presidency
urged the saints to put forth every possible effort to fill the store-
houses let every inch of field and garden be put in the highest
state of cultivation let those who have more acres than they can
till in that manner loan or rent to those who have none let those
who have thoughtfully saved more seed than will supply their
wants import to those who lack 9 young also encouraged bishops

he went on to describe how he then turned to making horn combs which he
exchanged for buttermilk journal of priddy meeks MS church archives historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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to limit food consumption and organize the poor to glean the fields
of any ungathered grain 10

the saints always operated under the assumptionthatassumption that common
effort could banish poverty and want in wards where it was or-
ganizedganized the women s relief society provided innumerable services
for the poor while quorums of mormon elders helped the men
find jobs and other means of supportingthemselvessupporting themselves in addition the
saints developed make work projects to aid the poor and unem-
ployed on 26 january 1850 brigham young made the public
works organization permanent and appointed daniel H wells as
the first superintendent in 1870 supervision of public works be-
came the duty of the presiding bishop young usually retained
authority to direct the genigerigerlgeneraleral coursecours of lab-orlabor but hhheee delegatedlegated to
the superintendent as well as to the church architect responsibility
for recruiting labor and purchasing building materials these work
projects served a dual public service public buildings and services
were provided which were beyond the realm of private enterprise
while at the same time less skilled immigrants received employ-
ment and learned many of the techniques which they could later
use as a profession in the frontier society 11

public works projects kept large numbers of men busy manu-
facturingfacturing pottery cutlery kitchenware household furniture and
other items needed by the pioneers workers on other church pro-
jects also built thetemplethe templetempie the massive wall around temple square
the spanish type mud wall around salt lake city canals a council
house and a bathhouse as well as a storehouse and a granary 12

other projects were undertaken solely for the purpose of pro-
viding much needed employment often those who failed to see
the utility of some of the work projects criticized brigham young
but he quickly and indignantly rebuked the faultfindersfault finders

I1 have very little to say to men who are dissatisfied with my course
or with the course of my brethren some have wished me to explain
why we built an adobe wall around this city are there any saints
who stumble at such things oh slow of heart to understand andandl
believe I1 build walls dig ditches make bridges and do a great
amount and variety of labor that is of but little consequence only
to provide ways and means for sustaining and preserving the desti-
tute I1 annually expend hundreds and thousands of dollars almost
solely to furnish employment to those in want of labor why I1

counsel from the first presidency gleaning and saving deseret news
9 july 1856

arringtonarlington great banubannbasin kingdom ppap 10812108 12
fox the mormon policy of relief
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have potatoes flour beef and other articles of food which I1 wish
my brethren to have and it is better for them to labour for those
articles so far as they are able and have opportunity than to have
them given to them they work and I1 deal out provisions often
when the work doesnotdoes not profit me IL133

president young later added that no one had the right to
complain if he decided to level twin peaks as long as he paid the
laborers for their toil 14

poverty among the saints however did not represent an isolated
instance but rather a common phenomenon oftheodtheof the times As america
industrialized the gap between the classes widened the rich be-
came richer and the poor poorer increases in the number of
immigrants as well as massive migrations to the cities eventually
produced a permanent and noticeable class of poor but at the same
time poverty became less tolerable additionally the depressions
of 1873 and 1898 threw hundreds of thousands of people out of
work big industrialized cities were characterized by disorder vio-
lence crime and above all apathy to rationalize their unconcern
industrialists adopted the reasoningreasoningof of herbert spencer who trans-
formed charles darwin s biological hypothesis of the survival of
the fittest into a social theory agitating for complete abolition of
the already emasculated poor laws 15 public officials on the other
hand often viewed poor laws only as a stabilizing factor in society
to prevent antirent wars violence and looting 16

despite the general malaise which characterized nineteenth
century relief giving some truly benevolent groups did emerge as
champions of the poor churches especially came to their defense
and often instituted soup kitchens during periods of particular eco-
nomic distress some newspapers conducted drives to raise money
for charity purposes and a few local governments provided public
work for the honest unemployed yet the belief that outdoor
relief relief given outside the almshouse usually as a simple dole
had a particularly detrimental effect upon the poor persisted 17

feramorz Y fox background of the welfare program reprint of address
delivered over radio station KSL i1 september 1940 church archives

fox mormon policy of relief
see herbert spencer the principle of ethics 12 vols new york D appleton

and co 1892931892 93 volume 1 richard hofstader social darwinism in american
thought new york G braziller 1959 p 57 and blanche D coll perspectives
in public welfare washington D QC U S government printing office 1970
p 4411

frances fox piven and richard A cloward regulating the poor the functions
of public welfare new york random house 1971

see david M schneider the history of public welfareweithe in new york state
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during the depressions toward the end of the century several
individuals concerned with the growing numbers of poor and the
bewildering maze of social welfare programs and goals advanced
radical schemes which they thought would solve the problem of
poverty henry george annoyed by the persistence of poverty in a
land of great industrial wealth and convinced that poverty was
actually becoming more widespread as wealth increased prescribed
the abolition of private ownership of land while laurence gron-
lund found the capitalistic system at fault 18 mormonscormons also ad-
vanced new schemes for the elimination of poverty but the cen-
tury was much more moderate than it was radical 19 the law
of consecration for example promised each member who was willing
to work a means of livelihood members unable to work were pro-
vided with reserves from the bishop s storehouse failure of the law
of consecration led mormonscormons to simple cooperation and sharing
interspersed with several economic experiments to provide employ-
ment stimulate production and produce some degree of economic

020Oequality
brigham young s association of economic industry and self

sufficiency with building the kingdom of god was not so much
a new religious doctrine as it was an economic necessity among the
latter day saints 21 during their first years in utah the saints found
themselves in hostile surroundings with few of the necessities of
life sheer survival dictated that they cooperate with one another
and that they preach the nobility of industry and thrift

despite the simplicity of the nineteenth century mormon eco-
nomic program however mormon relief policies differed consider-
ably from national poor relief trends of the day unlike most chari-
table institutions the church believed that outright charity led only
to loss of motivation and more dependence and that once charitable
support was withdrawn the recipient would grow still poorer and
less self sustaining 22 where public and private charities failed to
implement these ideas the saints succeeded because they tied them

henry george progress and poverty new york random house 1879 this
book marked the beginning of real concern about poverty in the united states

11jJ keith melville brigham youngs ideal society the kingdom of god
BYU studies 5 autumn 196241962 4

see glen miller the mormonscormonsMormons A successful cooperative society the
worlds work 5 december 19022881289419022881 2894

gardner communism among the mormonscormonsMormons p 157 see also dean D
mcbrien the economic content of early mormon doctrine southwestern political
and social science quarterly 6 september 1925 17991179 91 and JDID 889

see franklin S harris charity among the latter day saints reprint of
address delivered over radio station KSL 31 january 1932 church archives see
also brigham young in JD 11297
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in with the doctrinal teachings of their church mormonscormons strove
to help one another help themselves and used charity only as a last
resort at a time then when most charitable organizations resorted
to the dole latter day saints clung to ideas of independence and
resourcefulness

perhaps the most distinguishing feature of mormon poor relief
in relation to other relief institutions was the church view on the
causes of poverty while most relief giving agencies in the first half
of the century such astheagtheas the prominent association for improving the
conditions of the poor taught that moral weaknesses completely
within the control of the victim such as improvidence extrava-
gance idleness and intemperance caused most cases of poverty
mormonscormons postulated the then rare belief that poverty was caused by
both controllable individual weaknesses and uncontrollable environ-
mental circumstances not until the latter half of the 1800s1900s did
protestant ministers begin refuting individualism and preaching the

social gospel and the century was almost over before the charity
organization society COS and the settlement house movement
hesitantly accepted both economic and social conditions as un-
avoidable causes for poverty like mormonscormonsMormons the COS also sup-
ported abolition of outdoor relief yet COS spokesmen continued to
represent pauperism as primarily a disease resulting from personal
defects and evil acts and they actually increased the stigma at-
tached to being poor by advocatingadvocatingthe the doctrine of less eligibility
which stated that the poor were always to receive less than the
poorest paid independent laborers 23

additionally the church recognized perhaps better than any other
group at the time thatthethattiethat the material needs of man must first be met
before he could be expected to exhibit either spiritual or moral
virtues As a result smith and young continued the contemporary
dual classification of the poor and the size and closeness of the

although23aithough the 1800s saw local and state governments rationalizing the need for
welfare and becoming increasingly more sensitive to the problems of the poor virtually
no welfare institution lived up to its expectations cities often expended more to have
the poor moved to a different location than a simple dole for their support would have
cost almshouses or workhouses as they were often called usually failed miserably
also because of seasonal variations in working conditions and working capabilities of
the occupants during the winter thehe almshouses were filled to capacity with un-
skilled farm laborers unable to find work until the spring but the houses usually set
up as farms themselves were equally unable to provide work for their occupants during
those winter months during the spring and summer however almshouses usually
had to hire farm labor from the public work force because of the difficulties involved
in such attempts at poor relief most agencies resorted to outright charity as the only
workable scheme philanthropic societies perhaps realized that their efforts offered
no real solution to the problems of poverty see coll perspectives in public welfare
ppap 556155 61
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mormon community allowed for successful discrimination between
the worthy and unworthy brigham himself classified the poor
as either the lord s poor the devil s poor or the poor
devils 24 he taught that the lord s poor were worthy of both
consideration and respect and that they added strength to security
programs but he alsoalsoaiso taught that the devil s poor and the poor
devils undermined programs of relief and cooperative endeavors
thus mormon leaders would not countenance idlers living on the
efforts of others and realized that there was such a thing as en-
couragingcouraging idleness and fostering pauperism among men yet they
regarded the majority of the poor not as outcasts or as morally
defective individuals but as potentially respectable members of
society church policies consequently exhibited much more leniency
than those of either secular or private institutions

instead of engaging in moral preachmentspreachments to end poverty
church leaders set the poor tto0 work 25 theytaughtthey taught relief recipients
to be humble and the wealthy to give willingly of their substance
for the support of the poor contrary to the national trend only
the truly helpless received sympathy and a bowl of soup 26

knowledgeable latter day saints then placed care of the poor
high on the list of church priorities and almost always assured the
disabled infirm and unemployed a respectable place within their
community from the earliest days the church stressed the need
for unity and brotherhood and proposed to abolish class distinctions
based upon wealth and special privilege 27 it is the duty of the rich
to relieve the suffering poor to administer to their necessities and

fox mormon policy of relief
joseph F smith the message of the latter day saints on relief for the poor

improvement era 10 august 190783133190783133
men and women ought not to be willing to receive charity unless they are

compelled to do so to keep from suffering one church leader remarked in 1898
every man and woman ought to possess the spirit of independence a self sustaining

spirit that would prompt him or her to say when they are in need I11 I am willing to
give my labor in exchange for that which you give me no man ought to be satisfied
to receive and do nothing for it after a man is brought down to poverty and is
under the necessity of receiving aid and his friends give it to him he should feel that
it is an obligation under which he is placed and when the lord should open his way
he would return the gift this is the feeling we should cultivate in our hearts to
make us a free and independent people the cultivation of any other feeling or spirit
than this is calculated to make paupershauperspaupers to degrade and bring mankind down to
beggary which is a most wretched condition to be in conference report of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 686 8 10 april 1898 ppap 484948 49 see also
joseph F smith the message of the latter day saints on relief for the poor ppap
83133831 33

albert E bowen the church welfare plan salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 1946 p 13 orson F whitney saturday night thoughts A series of
dissertations of spiritual historical and philosophic themes salt lake city deseret
book 1927 p 180
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faithfully apply their means to the gathering of israel the spread
of the gospel and the building up of the kingdom the first
presidency told the church membership in 1854

and to the poor we say be industrious and faithful and so soon
as you shall be able to return in some available means the advancesadvances
which have aided you in your deliverance remember those who in
like circumstances with yourselves are anxiously looking to the
same source for relief 28

mormon welfare policies developed during a period of hardbard
times for the church latter day saint leaders stressed industry
thrift mutual helpfulness and charity not only as worthy virtues
to be cultivated but also as necessities for community survival 229 by
the time of brigham young s death in 1877 the saints hadbad become
a financially viable and relatively independent people hundreds of
converts flocked to the territory from different parts of the world
and responding to their leader s urgings they worked hardbard to be-
come economically prosperous gold fever and the railroad brought
outside capital and economic stimulation the church itself invested
heavily in industrial enterprises banks insurance comcompaniespaniesbanies rail-
roads sugar beet land and refineries department stores radio sta-
tions newspapers and hotels the church membership as a whole
shared in sponsoring the first cooperative department store while
other joint endeavors of the church made possible further coloniza-
tion of the great basin As the decade of the 1880s came to aa close
more than 140000 latter day saints were scattered throughout the
intermountain region inin some 360 settlements and the church held
thousands of dollars in monetary and physical assets 30

the resulting modifications in church procedure represented a
process of accommodation with secular institutions taking place
within mormonism 31 As the saints ststroverovetoto achieve acceptance in a
society which deifieddelfied the dollar and ridiculed people who differed
from the norm they relegated many of their previous ideals of ex-
clusiveness and community to a lower position in their roster of

eleventh general epistle of the presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints millennial star 8 july 1854 ppap 422 427 reprinted from the deseret
news 13 april 1854

mcbrien economic content of early mormon doctrine p 179
richard T ely economic aspects of mormonism harpershaiHaf petspers monthly magazine

106 190366778190366778 william mulder immigration and the mormon question an
international episode western political quarterly 9 june 19564163319564161956 2466341633416 33 josiah F
gibbs lights and shadows of mormonism salt lake city salt lake tribune pub-
lishing co 1909

thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1957
ppap 22263222 63
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values 32 the years of persecution worked paradoxically both to in-
crease the feeling of oneness and also to eliminate much of the force
behind the once powerful mormon communitarian spirit the anti-
polygamy raids and enforcement of the edmunds tuckertucketucherr act led to
the imprisonment of many of the church leaders drove many more
into hiding and made centralized church planning and cooperation
practically unworkable 33 moreover dissolution of the perpetual
emigrating fund eliminated the means of facilitating the gather-
ing of the saints while general overpopulation and lack of irriga-
ble lands led the church to its 1899 position discouraging new
converts from immigrating to utah 3414 saints had already started
settling in parts of wyoming oregon idaho arizona new mexico
kanadacanadakanada and even mexicoLVlexico As the church grew and physical dis-
tances between the saints increased much of the original feeling of
closeness which the pioneers had experienced in living and working
together also disappeared

yet utah s susceptibility to the boom and bust of the national
economy and a series of critical economic depressions in the last
decades of the 1800s combined to keep a vestige of the spirit of
cooperation alive just as the series of natural disasters in the 1850s
had worked to increase the number of poverty programs and public
works projects among the saints the western states were particu-
larly hard hit by a critical agricultural and mining depression lasting
from 1873 to 1896 this long depression produced a noticeable
increase in poverty and unemployment among the sasaintsints remaining
in the valley and led to renewed efforts to deal with economic
shortages home industries and makeworkkeworkma projects and a general
more equitable redistribution of church wealth received renewed
emphasis as a means of keeping the church afloat and pulling the
membership through the financial crisis the unemployed could
usually find jobs in church subsidized wool cotton silk clothing
and leather industries or iron sugar salt soap and paper manu-
facturingfac turing plants and resources continued to be shared commonly
through the tithing and fast offering funds and through church
sponsored employment on common public work projects in the
1870s the church expended 19000 annually for relief of the poor
and 8000 annually for the indian welfare program 35

see arrington great basin kingdom ppap 380412380 412
leonard J arrington mormon economic idealism address delivered in salt

lake city 25 october 1968 p 9 church archives
gustive 0 larson the story of the perpetual emigrating fund mississippi

valley historical review 18 september 193118494193118419311951 18494184 94
see arrington great basin kingdom p 355
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A temporary church program foreshadowingforeshadowing the later share
our wealth campaign of the great depression days developed in
1880 when the church attempted to redistribute the wealth and
income of the membership as part of the celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the church 36 john taylor young s successor to the
presidency advised bishops to canvass their wards and allow the

deserving poor who were indebted to the church or delinquent
in theirtithingtheir tithing to cancel one half of their debts taylor announced
that this action was taken to benefit the poor not to soften those
individuals able to pay additionally the poor of the church
received a gift of 1000 head of cattle and were loaned some 34761
bushels of wheat free of interest the church leadership also en-
couragedcouraged mormon capitalists bankers and business houses to cancel
the debts of those whom after study they considered eligible and
worthy for such beneficence 37

church leadership at the turn of the century continued to lead
the church to prosperity mormon institutions more than ever
before came to resemble those of american capitalism and instead
of continuing to invest in cooperative ventures the church began
investing in other large business enterprises many of which were
non mormon concerns to replace its once exclusivist economic
philosophy and its ascetic habits the church adopted the american
capitalistic business philosophy of competitive profit making thus
the once isolated community became part of the mainstream of
american life

As church membership rapidly increased and more attention
was given to the worldwide mission of the church concern for
relief outside the individual wards faded tithes in kind almost
completely disappeared being replaced largely by payments in
money consequently the idea of storehouses fell largely into disuse
at a time when national social welfare programs appeared to be
coming of age mormon welfare efforts reached a nadir 38 the
majority of mormonscormons no longer regarded poverty as a major prob-
lem and as a result they relaxed their previous emphasis on wel

salt lake tribune 7 april 1880
31 conference report 17 april 1880 ppap 616561 65 this year of jubilee celebration

of the church was an adaptation of the jewish celebration which occurred every
fiftieth year according to jewish custom all enslaved jews were freed and all
property which had been sold was returned to its original owner it was a time for
proclaiming liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants see leviticus 25

public and private relief agencies at this time howeverhoweer were still characterized
by considerable overlap and inefficiency an effort was made during world war I1
to coordinate these efforts through the community chest movement but continued
talk about reform lasted throughout the 1920s
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fare the church hospital system and the relief society remained
the only church wide efforts to meet the welfare needs of the
church membership

the first church hospital had opened in july 1882 under the
auspices of the deseret hospital association directed by the gen-
eral relief society presidency eliza R snow zina D H young
and emmeline B wells deseret hospital functioned until the
church founded the dr william H groves LDS hospital in salt
lake city which remained the largest hospital in utah until 1952 39

later the church founded additional hospitals all of these units
provided free care to those unable to pay for medical services but
charged a fee to more financially stable patients

in 1922 the church took a step forward in its welfare programprograrn
for children with the opening of the primary children s hospital
in salt lake city initially funded by the first presidency but
maintained and managed by the church primary association the
hospital offered medical care to all children including those whose
parents lacked financial means to provide for such needs 40

the hospital system however existed only in the more densely
mormon populated intermountain regions with the rapid spread
of mormonism to other areas many saints found themselves out of
reach of health and other welfare services the relief society
women of the church filled part of the resulting welfare vacuum
during world war 1I the relief society cooperated extensively with
the red cross in carrying the burden of relief by close association
with the more highly trained red cross social workers as public
relief workers were then called the mormon women were intro-
duced to new techniques and trends in poor relief 41 in 1918 presi-
dent joseph F smith requested that relief society president amy B

lyman attend a social work colloquium at the university of denver
and in january 1919 in the hopes of improving its welfare work
and implementing many new ideas including standardized social
case work the relief society organized a welfare department at its

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesusesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city deseret news 1941 p 184 ralph T richards the
history of medicine in utah address to the graduating class school of medicine
university of utah 3 march 1946 p 9 as cited in dean R zimmerman for the
health of the saints the development of health work of the church throughout
the world paper on file with the health services department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah

40isabelle S ross the L D S childrens hospital deseret news 18 february
1933 church section

mayola miltenberger some aspects of the welfare activities of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints MSW thesis tulane university 1938
P 37
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general headquarters in salt lake city as part of its formal organi-
zation although without funds building or facilities at first the
department managed to survive until 1921 when the church authori-
ties appropriated money for emergency purposes and permitted it
to register cases with the social service exchange and acquire mem-
bership in the council of social agencies in salt lake city thus
empowered the department not only acted as a center for coopera-
tion between different units of the church but also served to coordi-
nate work between church and secular welfare agencies it also
served as a center for relief society women wishing to engage in
charity and relief work and as the official child placement agency
for the church

during the economic depression of 1921 and 1922 the depart-
ment established an employment bureau for women and also helped
to find jobs for other members of the church 42 in 1927 the general
board of the relief society drew up a policy statement to clarify the
work of this social service department deciding to limit its assistance
to families in which the head of the family held membership in the
church 43

in 1920 shortly after the department was organized the relief
society sponsored an intensive six week seminar on family welfare
work the women considered such things as the history of social
work they read extensively in related areas and they attended lec-
tures on such subjects as physical and mental health juvenile de-
linquencylinquency and child welfare periodically thereafter the relief
society offered study institutes and fieldwork experience in different
localities 44

an interesting and unusual feature of mormon welfare work
during the first part of the twentieth century was its continued belief
that the causes of poverty were more environmental than innate and
that distress increased as modern life became more complex As chief
spokesman for church welfare during those years the relief society
listed physical and mental illness unemployment old age disaster

amy B lyman social work in the relief society deseret news 29 october
1932 church section

miltenberger some aspects of the welfare activities of the church p 42
441nin 1932 for example amy B lyman reported that by that time sixty five had

been held in thirty six different locations with a total attendance of approximately
3000 by 1932 seventy two stake social service aids had received field work training
of about 100 hours each twenty four of the regulars in the welfare department had
received tendedextended training and training working within the department fifteen entered
the professional field and twelve became members of the american association of
social workers see lyman social work
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lack of training and mismanagement as the prime causes of
indigence

the work of the health organizations and the relief society
then provided the only real system of welfare servicesservices in the
church after the decline of the utah united orders in the 1880s
throughout its first years of existence the church had struggled to
gain its economic independence it had encouraged thrift started
industries created employment for members without jobs and stood
ready to help needy faithful latter day saints with the rising
numbers of members and a newfoundnew found prosperity however the
church placed concern for the poor in a secondary position and
concentrated much of its efforts on correcting misunderstandings
aboutal oul II11theae church at home and abroadab oad stabilizing its institutions
overcoming slanderous publicity ending political embroilmentsembroilments and
adjusting the church program to rapid urbanization and industriali-
zation

i
A spirit of altruism and brotherhood prevailed yet the

church had become too large for each member to become intimately
concerned about the welfare of every other member church leaders
placed more emphasis on the duty of family membrsmembers to care for
their own and bishops were given almost complete responsibility
without coordination or guidance for directing welfare work in

their respective wards
the tendency toward individualism presented a real problem to

the church beginning in the early 1920s As the saints became more
prosperous some wards succeeded in completely abolishing poverty
within their boundaries but as prosperity increased individualism
gained predominance over cooperation bishops of the wealthier
wards forgetting their obligation to other members of the church
failed to press for a collection of the monthly fast offering and the
burden of poor relief fell heavily upon the wards comprised of
poorer members 45 thus welfare ceased to be an organized church
wide effort

mormonscormons might have realized that they had lost much of their
exclusiveness identity and economic independence when a severe
depression hit the agricultural areas of utah and the rest of thenationththe nationenation
in the early 1920s during world war I1 and the yearsfollowingyears following
it agriculture had become increasingly more specialized As pro-
duction rose farm prices fell farmers struggling to maintain their
standard of living increased the size of their farms purchased more
modern machinery and thus aggravated the economic situation

bowen church welfare plan ppap 13536135 36
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partly due to the inability of some to compete under these condi-
tions and partly due to the attractiveness of industrial work in the
cities families and single individuals often moved from rural
areas to urban centers during this migration from the country to
the city many farms were lost through the inability of owners to
pay taxes and others were left idle only to deteriorate and lose
value latter day saints followed these nationwide trends great
numbers of them congregated in the more densely settled areas and
cast the occupation of their forefathers aside for industrial employ-
ment it seemed that american farms had ceased to perform the
function of absorbing the unemployed and providing a place of self
sufficiency 40 mormonism lost much of its agrarian flavor

ontheantheon the other hand between 1919 and 1929 american business-
men saw the greatest acceleration in economic growth in the history
of the nation increased business activity meant more jobs higher
incomes and much speculation and buying on credit mormonscormonsMormons
relying increasingly upon business and industry as a means of liveli-
hood naturally participated in the business boom of the day
throughout the decade however church leaders counseled mem-
bers against getting in bondage to debt and condemned waste ex-
travagancetravagance and spendthrift living they urged insteadthatinstead that members
be frugal and industrious and live within their means 47 church
leaders also advised latter day saints not to seek after wealth as
an end and purpose in itself if used properly it is a great benefit
and blessing to mankind but if sought for simply to satisfy one s

appetites and desires in a carnal way it will prove a curse rather than
a blessing sylvester Q cannon taught 48

attheat the peak of this agricultural stagnation and business accelera-
tion the dark days of economic depression descended following
the stockmarketstockmarket crash in october 1929 previously wealthy men
became poor as fortunes were wiped out and factories businesses
and banks closed their doors industrial expansion ceased and agri

as4sJ H paul land poor improvement era 34 january 19311353619311351931 155361555615513536135 36
almost every church leader at one time or another discussed this subject and

laid emphasis on its importance in furthering the progress and happiness of latter day
saints one of president grant s most pointed statements was made at the april
conference of the church in 1926 1I1 want to say to you that those who discount
their future who run into debt for the ordinary necessities of life and for the luxuries
of life are laying burdens upon themselves that will come back with compound
interest to cause them great trouble and humiliation deseret news 17 september
1932 church section these admonitions continued throughout the 1920s see also
W seegmiller and anthony W ivins the bondage of debt deseret news 16
january 1932 church section

48sS Q cannon facing the economic situation deseret news 20 august 1931
church section
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cultural markets dried up during 1929 and 1930 national farm
income dropped some fifteen to twenty percent and this was fol-
lowed by another drop of twenty percent during 1932 and 1933
when the depression deepened employers cut work forces in farm
related supply processing and transportation industries 49

As business adjusted to depressed conditions and agriculture
reduced its labor force millions were thrown out of work the
number of unemployed increased from 1499000 in 1929 to 4284
000 in 1931 by 1933 the number of jobless had increased to 12
634000 encompassing over one fourth of the nation s labor force
during the 1920s people had lived extravagantly failing to lay up
provisions for hard times when they lost their jobs during the
1930s they hadbad no money for either rent or food relief rolls
became overburdened breadlinesbread lines formed and want hunger and
despondency threatened with hoovervillesHoovervilles dotting the outskirts
of large cities and hunger marches in the nation s capital the time
seemed ripe for social change and economic experimentation 50

the depression served also to stimulate poor relief activity
among the mormonscormonsMormons at the beginning of the financial collapse
church authorities expressed a genuine desire to provide for the wel-
fare of their people remembering anew that temporal as well as
spiritual salvation were cardinal doctrines of mormonism the church
accordingly offered the membership much practical advice keep out
of debt patronize home industry and pay tithes and offerings 51

to the question can the depression be cured church leaders
responded affirmatively stressing that despondency and pessimism
will never better the situation 52 they also emphasized that pros-
perity would return when men discarded selfishness strife and
bitterness and reestablished brotherhood in economic relations 53

george F richards of the council of the twelve reminding
saints of the church s plan of fasting and giving of fast offerings
for the care of the poor remarked that if church members had

economist irving fisher pointed out that increasing mechanization throughout
the 1920s had actually produced a substantial employment lag long before the depres-
sion struck in 1929 and that large numbers of the unemployed were layoffs from the
building and manufacturing industries joseph F merrill the problem of unem-
ployment improvement era 42 december 19397161939 7167l6 address by henry D taylor
the principles of the welfare plan 16 may 1962 typescript church archives

see dorothy day loaves and fishes new york curtis books 1963
editorial improvement era 34 may 19303791931379 financial report ideas

improvement era 34 january 19311581930158 cannon facing the economic situation
joseph F merrill can the depression be cured improvement era 36

november 1932519321952 5

ibid ppap 565 6
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lived fully the law of tithing and fast offering they would not need
government assistance and in 1930 the presiding bishopric of the
church sent out a statement suggesting various methods of treating
charity cases 54 it placed responsibility for care of the worthy poor
upon the ward bishopric and urged relief society officers who
operated under the direction of the bishop not only to use tact
sympathy and common sense intheirin their labors but at the sametimesometimesame time to
secure training in the essentials of social service the important
thing in relief work is to help people to help themselves the
bishopric urged

since in mormon principle and under many state laws relatives
were held responsible for caring for those in need the church de-
cided to limit financial assistance to emergency cases and even then
provide relief in only a supplementary way

our efforts should be directed largely toward methods of
permanent relief such as securing employment providing free
medical assistance helping families where necessary to secure
financial aid from the sources above mentioned and assisting in
the budgeting of the family income ward authorities should un-
dertake to see to it that the family secures the relief needed to put
them on their feet 55

priesthood quorums were consequently urged to assume responsi-
bility for helping their members find employment and ward
bishops were asked to appoint a ward employment committee com-
posed of a high priest a seventy an elder and a representative from
the relief society to function in conjunction with a proposed stake
employment committee recognizing that much of the economic
achievement of the mormon people in the past had accrued from
their willingness to work together in a spirit of tolerance church
authorities urged cooperation antonaamong0 the saints similar to that of the
earlier period 5

church efforts at relief however provoked only a feeble re-
sponse the pioneer virtues of independence thrift and diligence
had long since been eroded as twentieth century mormonscormons continued
the process of secularization and accommodation to the national
pattern which had begun during the 1890s 57 weaned from their

ward charity details of administration salt lake city presiding bishopric s

office 1930 see also securing employment for church members improvement
era 34 january 1931154

ibid
lowry nelson the next hundred years improvement eiaerablabiseta 36 december

1932717319327173
see arrington great basin kingdom ppap 380412380 412
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self supporting ways and their do for themselves attitude and
feeling the pinch of depression like everyone else mormonscormons con-
sequently clambered aboard the federal relief wagon 5stinszinin 1932
normally republican utah idaho and arizona went democratic
to support the new administration which proffered economic relief
to a suffering populace the response was not so Mmuchuch political as
it was a political necessity there was a real need among the
mormonscormonsMormons

in addition church authorities emphasized that it was the maiormajormalor
function of the government to promote the general welfare this
is the one cause that ranks above all others in bringing about the
social justice so much desired in governments one editorial in the
deseret news reminded the public 59 with most mormonscormons being
faithful taxpayers moreover it seemed only logical that those in
need should accept tax benefits

by early 1931 and with little functioning welfare machinery
itself the church leaned heavily in favor of joint efforts with the
federal government for ending the depression 60 the nation as a
whole tended to believe that the depression would be of short
duration moreover in 1931 the federal government was still at-
tempting to stimulate local philanthropy by reminding people that
relief was a local problem duringthatduring that year local community chests
managed to raise ten percent more than during the previous year
yet the inadequacy of local relief showed up in statistics which
revealed that seventy five percent of relief came from public funds 61

beginning in 1932 then the federal government saw the need
of funding relief through state tax arrangements the action seemed
justified when private donations during the year dropped some
twenty two percent forcing ninety percent of relief costs upon
public sources

finally in july 1932 washington acknowledged the need for
national efforts to aid the poor and passed the emergency con-
structionst act with an appropriation of 300 million to be adminis-
tered through the reconstruction finance corporation governors
of the various states received strict warning that the funds repre-
sented only supplements to their own resources yet within the first

by 1935 88000 of the churchschurche 638000 members were on relief rolls see
cannon facing the economic situation

the general welfare deseret news 17 december 1934

deseret news 28 january 1931 editorial improvement era 36 september
193367219356721955672193319531955 672 conference report 6 october 1933

state body for social work urged salt lake tribune 5 april 1933
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year all but 70 million of the original appropriation which hadbad
been intended for a two year period had been depleted 62

with the depression worsening and no promise of respite the
federal government instituted its first antipoverty program involv-
ing regulation stimulation and unemployment relief to achieve eco-
nomic recovery it poured millions of dollars into make work pro-
jects which could have been modeled after the brigham young ef-
forts the century before and into other ameliorative measures 63 with
the establishment of the public employment office in 1933 the
works progress administration civilian conservation corps and
the national youth administration emerged providing work op-
portunitiesportunities for thousands of people and with the passage of the
social security act in 1935 president roosevelt moved to the po-
litical left as he allowed the nation to take the unprecedented step
of providing direct relief for its constituency As a result a na-
tional programb of old age assistance general public relief and un-
employment insurance solidified the failure of private means had
necessitated governmental action at the national level

throughout the first year of the roosevelt administration the
church continued to support increased federal relief activity as well
as governmental attempts to stimulate local philanthropy at the
church conference in 1933 presiding bishop sylvester Q cannon
quoted president roosevelt when he urged that

we must redouble our efforts to care for those who still need relief
to prevent disintegration of home life and to stand by the victims
of depression until it is definitely past the federal government
cannot do the whole job every community and every state must
do their share 64

and aa message from the church presidency spoke of the beneficent
government and appealed

to members of the church who may be in financial circumstances
to justify to give liberally in support of the agencies which have
been set up by the government the states the counties cities and
private charitable organizations to the end that the necessities of
the needy may be provided for during the present winter 653

131331121ibid121bidbid
harry hopkins himself acknowledged his indebtedness to brigham young for

originating the idea of work relief see origin of WPA plan laid an1nin utah deseret
news 10 september 1936 actually however some local governments had been using
the idea of public work years before brigham young adopted the idea

conference report 6 october 1933 see also the crisis our opportunity
deseret news 20 august 1932 church section

A message and greetings from the first presidency improvement era 37
december 1934319341954 3 this attitude had been similarly expressed by the church fol
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yet as time progressed the church became increasingly more
wary of the growing number of governmental handouts alt-
hough it recognized that it was often difficult to secure employ-
ment it also continued to teach that idleness was a crime and that
everyone who wants work should be able to obtain it 66 it therefore
urged the federal and local governments to make work for the
people for one to ask for work and not be able to obtain it is
so to say asking for bread one outspoken church member wrote
we are willing and liberal enough to provide schools of various

kinds to educate our children to better prepare them to fight the
battles of life why should we not be as willing and eager to pro-
vide them labor as schoolsschools0707 and in one editorial the church
argued that money should be spent not as gifts to those who are
hungry or need clothing but in providing work for those who are
unemployed it suggested that road building or lining ditches and
canals with concrete would create good federal employment pro-
grams 68 and for those honest unemployed who were then re-
ceiving relief church leaders suggested that they engage in some
home improvement projects such as remodeling the home or working
in the garden 09 the church stressed work as the most important
basis for economic security 70 no one should be allowed to suffer

lowing the passage of the industrial recovery act in order to be as helpful as
possible in the efforts of the president to relieve the conditions of distress throughout
the country the church gladly joins in the measures the president has inaugu-
rated editorial improvement etaeiaeraeideld 36 september 1036721933 672 and mormonscormons
inin general probably shared the enthusiasm expressed by hugo anderson of the salt
lake community chest in hoping that the federal government by assuming the relief
burden will take every possible step to prevent unemployment in the future this may
be one of the lasting benefits of federal aid the government may develop a preventa-
tive medicine just as england did after the enactment of the poor laws in queen
elizabeths time salt lake tribune 5 april 1933 see also conference report
7 october 1933 ppap 636563 65

securing employment for church members p 154 merrill problem of
unemployment p 716

joshua H midgley A united order of labor being an exposition of the
causes of poverty and suggesting an effective remedy 1900 pamphlet in church
archives midgley continued by stating that whether worthy or unworthy the poor
are our brothers and on the ground of common humanity we owe them our help and
sympathy it is easier to sympathize with the worthy than with the unworthy poor
yet the poor who are so as the result of their own faults are really more in need of
both our pity and help the work of lifting them up to the level of self respect and
self support is much harder than the mere giving them material aid yet nothing
less than this is our duty the mere tossing of pennies to the tramp and beggar is
aptnptnot by any means a satisfaction of their claim upon us indeed such indiscriminate
giving does more harm than good it increases rather than relieves pauperismpauperism and
dependence so that the first duty of charity is to refuse to give in this indiscriminate
way either we must give more than food clothes and money or else we must give
nothing at all indiscriminate giving merely adds fuel to the flames

deseret news 7 august 1931
poverty relieved deseret news 9 january 1932 church section

deseret news 19 september 1931 church section
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the church stressed but at the same time great care should be
taken that those not needing relief should not sponge off the
government 1I believe that every able bodied person who needs
help should give labor or service for the relief that is extended
president grant stated any other policy is destructive of good
citizenship 71

the church became rightfully alarmed in 1933 when it learned
that one out of every four families in utah was receiving relief and
that utah had expended more per capita than any other state with
the exception of illinois 72 moreover church authorities received
numerous reports about able bodied latter day saints who accepted
government relief yet who had sufficient cattle hay and chickens
to provide for their needs J reuben clarkdarkoark jr former U S

ambassador to mexico and first counselor in the first presidency
remarked in 1933 that the thought among latter day saints that
we should get all we can from the government because everybody
else is getting it is unworthy of us as american citizens it will
debauch us 73

foreseeing the disastrous consequences of continuing the
character weakening process of doling out relief on such a whole-

sale scale and facing the imminent possibility of the discontinu-
ance or drastic curtailment of federal relief programs the first
presidency began urging church members to prepare to shoulder
the burden of providing for their own welfare 74 the government
had simply made it too easy for mormonscormons to lose their compunctions
and accept government gratuities 735

As early as 1933 the first presidency considered the relief prob-
lem seriousserious enough to request all stake presidents to conduct a
survey to determine the extent to which the mormon citizenry were
prepared to take care of themselves in an emergency situation stake

conference report 6 october 1933 PP 4104 10
butahutah7utah was expending 5005.00500 per capita when the national average was only 1871.87187

the national average also showed that one out of every seven families was on relief
salt lake tribune 5 april 1933

deseret news 8 october 1933
the mormonscormons offer the nation an example of cooperative relief washing-

ton post 31 may 1936 deseret news 12 september 1933 in 1935 roosevelt had
announced his intention of discontinuing federal aid and shifting the burden to states
and localities

the cries of those in distress must be hushed by our bounty the first presi-
dency announced the works of the lord require this from us A feeling of common
humanity bids it from us if we shall full observe the law the lord will pour
out his richest blessings upon us we shall be better and happier than ever before in
our history and peace and prosperity will come to us A message from the first
presidency concerning preparation for relief measures millennial star 12 october
1933 ppap 65759657 59
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leaders were instructed to indicate resources they had available areas
of need and employment opportunities in order to plan for a com-
prehensive church relief program an opening remark in the
survey stated that

the lord will not hold us guiltless if we permit any of our people
to go hungry or to be cold unclad or unhoused during the ap-
proachingproaching winter particularly will he consider us gravely blameful
if those who have heretofore paid their tithes and offerings to the
church when they had employment shall now be permitted to
suffer when the general adversityhasadversity has robbed them of their means
of livelihood 76

the first presidency thus turned to the organizations which
joseph smith had set up during the early days of the church with
the objective of coordinating them and making them function as
successful relief agencies the presidency urged ward and stake
leaders to develop private employment while at the same time
stressing that relief except to the sick infirm or disabled should
not be extended as charity our faithful church members are inde-
pendent self respecting and self reliant they do not desire
charity 77 in addition each bishop and stake president was directed
to provide other less fortunate wards and stakes with food supplies
and other necessities an editorial in the deseret news called the
instruction from the first presidency a noteworthy phase in coopera-
tive efforts against poverty in church history and said that the
church program would be for those whom public work had not
brought relief 7871

it was hoped that results from the survey would enable the
church presidency to issue instructions for relief work for the july
1933 to july 1934 period 79 the survey showed that 88460 18 per-
cent of the entire church membership received relief that 80247
015165elg16516.5 percent received relief from church funds that 13500 were
on relief because of unemployment that approximately 11500 to
16500 persons received relief who either did not need it or who
had farms that might if farmed have kept them off relief that
county relief probably totaled more than five and a half million
dollars and church relief approximately a quarter of a million dol

first presidency to the presidents of stakes and counselors 28 august 1933
church archives see also letter from david A smith first counselor in the presiding
bishopric to ward bishopricsbishoprickbish oprics 28august28 august 1933 church archives

A message concerning preparation for relief measures
deseret news 2 september 1933
this period was chosen because the winter season occupies a two year period
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aarsjarslars during the year 1935 and that county relief cost approximately
5415.41541 per person and church relief 2482.48248 per person per month
the investigation thus confirmedconfirmedtheconfirmedthethe church leadership s premoni-
tion that heretofore active and responsible members were becoming
dependent on and subservient to the easy relief money policies of
the government church leaders asked what had happened to the
once virile and self contained religious commonwealth then they
recalled the ideal which brigham young had expounded some fifty
years before my experience has taught me and it has become a
principle with me that it is never any benefit to give out and out
to any man within a few years that sentiment would be both the
banner of rebellion as the mormonscormons rejected government welfarismwelfarism
in favor of their own security program and the abrupt end of a
comparatively passive chapter in the history of social welfare activity
among the latter day saints
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